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McAfee vPatch Security Update
McAfee vPatch Security Update 68
This vPatch Security Update follows major vendor update:





















Added rule 6426 for Oracle to detect exploitation of CVE-2014-6577
Added rule 6432 for Oracle to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-0479
Added rule 6434 for Oracle to detect 0-Day exploit in the XML package that could lead information leakage (**)
Added rule 6436 for Oracle to detect 0-Day exploit that could cause a DoS (**)
Added rule 6438 for Oracle to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-2595
Added rule 8626 for DB2 to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-1883 in the systools package that could lead information
leakage (**)
Added rule 8627 for DB2 to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-0157 in the math package that could cause a DoS (**)
Added rule 3884 for MySQL to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-0505
Added rule 3886 for MySQL to detect exploitation of CVE-2015-2617
Updated metadata of rule 8625 for DB2, change from 0-Day to CVE-2014-8910 (**)
Updated metadata of rule 6416 for Oracle, change from 0-Day to CVE-2015-2647 (*)
Improved the signature of rule 1885 for Oracle to avoid False-Positives
Improved the signature of rule 6364 for Oracle to cover additional exploit scenarios
Improved the signature of rule 6408 for Oracle to cover additional exploit scenarios
Improved the signature of rule 7851 for MSSQL to cover additional exploit scenarios
Improved the signature of rule 1820 for Oracle
Improved detection logic of rule 1017 for Oracle
Removed rule 6225 (all cases are covered in 6224)
Metadata updates for 3022, 3024, 6366, 6368, 6370, 6428 and 6430

Current update is cumulative and includes the content of all previously released vPatch updates.
Previous release notes can be found here.
(*) Note: Vulnerability was discovered by Danny Tsechansky from McAfee Database Security Research Team
(**) Note: Vulnerability was discovered by Igor Kopylenko from McAfee Database Security Research Team
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